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THE 7 PHASE
[BLUEPRINT]

START A PHYSICAL PRODUCTS BUSINESS

1 CHOOSE PRODUCT
Don’t try and reinvent the wheel
Look for a product that is:
  - simple to manufacture
  - has a proven sales record
Amazon data shows which products sell well
Just follow the proven set of criteria 2 FIND A SUPPLIER

There are suppliers for ANY product
Finding them is as easy as:
  - doing a few internet searches
  - firing off a few emails
There are techniques you can use to only 
order small quantities to start with

3 PRODUCT TO MARKET
Manufacture product under your brand name
Can use existing product design or...
Unique product design, label & packaging
Make it stand out from the crowd
Supplier ships to Amazon’s warehouse
Amazon then store, pick & ship your orders 4 CREATE LISTING

Create your shop window… your sales pitch
Persuade Customers to buy your product
Get inside their head:
 - use emotion triggering images
 - almost hypnotic sales copy
Stand out from competition & grab the sale

5 LAUNCH & RANK
Let people know about your product
People buy on Amazon using search
Understand how search algorithm works:
 - Unlock the door to millions of customers
 - There are things you can do to rank high
Not that difficult to rank for those in the know 6 GROW & SCALE

After your first product is established.
Scale & grow your revenue & market power.
 - Add to your brand’s product range
 - Sell on international Amazon sites
 - Grow multiple brands in different niches
 - Sales channels outside Amazon (Retail)

7 CASH COW PHASE - CASH IN ON WHAT YOU HAVE BUILT
OPTION 1
Professionalise the business 
Make it less reliant on your day to day input
 - Establish processes
 - Take on employees or outsource tasks
Freedom to leave your business running on Autopilot

OPTION 2
Sell the business & cash in.
Many organisations who will pay a good price 
for an established brand & product range.
Can retire and enjoy the money.
Or… start from beginning and do it all over again!

http://secretentrepreneur.com/get-startedFIND OUT THE NEXT STEPS...

http://secretentrepreneur.com/get-started
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READY TO GET STARTED?
FIND OUT THE NEXT STEPS...

http://secretentrepreneur.com/get-started

With everything you’ve learned in our amazontycoon series you have enough of the complete 
picture to just go and do it for yourself.

But if you want coaching, mentoring, resources, the tools, the latest exploits then I always pres-
ent an option for the more professional approach and something better than doing it all by 
yourself.

Accelerate your Success with 11 modules and 175+ videos holding your hand with every step 
in the process and get a Massive Advantage by collaborating with 5,500+ other students in this 
Secret & Exclusive Community.

Get full details of how you can join the program & watch a special free bonus training session by 
one of the Coaches revealing Amazon Exploits never before seen in public.

Amazon provides an almost limitless opportunity with $89 BILLION in sales 
each year and 320 MILLION visitors a month looking to buy.

1 CHOOSE A PRODUCT 
WITH PROVEN CRITERIA
Ensures suitable product with 
established market & people 
wanting to buy 2 SUPPLIER MAKES IT 

UNDER YOUR BRAND
Called “Private Labelling” & it’s 
easy to find a reliable supplier 
for ANY product 3 LAUNCH PRODUCT

ON AMAZON
Put your product in front of 
millions of buyers with their 
credit card in hand

Now IS A GREAT TIME to grab a piece of the pie and it is easy as 1-2-3 to get 
started:

THINK YOU COULD 
DO IT?

http://secretentrepreneur.com/get-started
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© Copyright 2016 eGaming Media Ltd. All Rights Reserved. This document may not be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form without the prior written permission of the publisher. 

Every effort has been made to make this document as complete and accurate as possible. However 
we assume no responsibility or liability for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. It should be used as an 
educational guide only and can only contain information accurate up to the publishing date.

In this document we are sharing resources, tools and information that we believe can make an impact 
in your life. However, we can never be responsible for your success or guarantee anything, nor can we 
be liable with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by 
information we provide. 

The problem is that most never take action, hence, most don’t get any results. Your results are up to you, 
they always will be. We are just here to provide the tools, education and resources. Please always know 
that when you read our emails or reports, watch our videos and buy any products we endorse - results 
are never typical and only those who take action stand a chance.

We make no claims or promises whatsoever of your ability to generate income by using any of the 
information we provide.

We care about your success and that’s why we believe in being real and absolutely transparent with you.


